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Good faith change of position

3. Lord Goff in Lipkin Gorman v Karpnale Ltd [1991] 2 AC 548 at 579:
"It is of course plain that the defence is not open to one who has changed his position in
bad faith, as where the defendant has paid away the money with knowledge of the facts
entitling the plaintiff to restitution; and it is commonly accepted that the defence should
not be open to a wrongdoer. These are matters which can, in due course, be considered in
depth in cases where they arise for consideration."
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8. Suspicion and money laundering: Abouh-Rahmah v Abacha [2006] EWCA Civ 1492

Wrongdoing on the part of the Bank

9. Lord Goff said that the defence of change of position would not be available to a
'wrongdoer'. In practice, notion is aligned with that of illegality.
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11. However, the general view is that a defendant will be deprived of the defence if he has
committed a criminal offence in connection with the change of position: Barros Mattos
Junior v General Securities & Finance Ltd [2005] 1 WLR 247.
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